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wellington

joseph smiths new
translation of the bible independence missouri herald
publishing house 1970 523 pp
ap 995
9.95
995
reviewed by robert J matthews director of academic
PAUL A

ed dir

research for the department of seminaries and institutes of
religion A specialist in the bible and modern literature dr
matthews is author of A look at the inspired translation
an appreciation of isaiah 1965 joseph smiths
1963
inspired revision 1968 and miracles of jesus 1968
as well as the compiler of index and concordance to the
teachings of the prophet joseph smith 1962 and chos
whos
in the book of mormon 1965
and has written nuwho in
merous articles

purpose of this latest publication of the new translation of the bible is stated in the foreword as an attempt
to give ready access to the total specialized treatment of the
bible prepared by joseph smith jr in the 1830 s and the 40 s
it purports to compare in totality the differences which accumulated in this new translation which evolved as the
prophet sought enlightenment which he and other associates
paged through their king james bible
this is a worthy task and a much needed publication and
the herald publishing house is to be commended for attempt

the
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ing to bring together all of the textual changes which were effected by the prophet joseph smith in his work with the bible
placing these in parallel columns with the king james version
makes the textual variants readily accessible to all who wish to
become acquainted with the new translation or as it is
commonly called the inspired version of the holy scriptures
anyone who has tried to search out the textual variants for
himself will appreciate the immensity of such an undertaking
the introduction consisting of three articles by F henry
edwards and which were originally published in the saints
herald in 1967 adds to the value of the publication mr
edward s articles are enlightening and interesting and present
the kind of informational background that could only be obtained by an examination of the original documents from which
the printed editions of the inspired version of the bible were
prepared
however as is often the case in the first editions of publications of a highly technical nature there are some significant
shortcomings and weaknesses which have no doubt occurred
unintentionally and seem to be the result of insufficient investi
vestigation
gation andor carelessness in the preparation of this book
the most noticeable deficiencies are as follows
1
there are numerous passages that were revised by the
prophet joseph which are in the regular printed editions of the
inspired version but which have not found their way into
this comparison this apparent oversight by the publishers
should be remedied in future printings
paintings
prin tings but there are so many
omissions that it might require a completely new setting of the
type perhaps the passages could be added in a supplementary
section and placed in the back of the book A partial list of
missing passages includes exodus 33 psalms 1913 273
3738 10542 isaiah 22 2 corinthians 117 514 516
Thess alonians 216 1
519 galatians 329 ephesians 211 1 thessalonians
timothy 38 2 timothy 41 and 1I peter 513 also hebrews
57 8 does not contain a textual revision but should be ac578
companied
compa nied by an important explanatory footnote the footnote
is missing in this publication all of the foregoing reference
citations which is not a complete list are from the printed
editions of the inspired version
2 some variant readings that are given are not actually
revisions but are due to different editions of the king james
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version being used rather than to deliberate revision by the
prophet joseph the prophet used an edition of the king james
Coopers town new york in 1828 and it
version printed in cooperstown
should be observed that editions of king james version
printed that long ago often differ in use of articles and pronouns and the spelling of some words from editions of the
king james version printed today it is important to note also
that editions of the king james version printed in great
britain differ in spelling and use of articles and pronouns from
paintings
printings
prin tings of the king james version printed in the united
states
a hundred
thus when the inspired version reads
and fourscore 2 kings 1925 and the king james version
reads an hundred and fourscore and the difference in the
text is only the indefinite article this is not a deliberate verse
revision by joseph smith this reviewer has examined the king
james bible used by joseph smith and knows this to be a fact
since there are a great many comparisons of this nature in the
book and no explanation is given concerning it it creates a
tendency to lead the reader to the unwarranted conclusion
that these passages were the work of the prophet
3
the manuscript prepared by joseph smith and his
scribes includes no changes whatsoever for the books of ruth or
ecclesiastes yet this publication lists some minor variants in
these books involving indefinite and definite articles and also
minor spelling variations such as veil and vail
ruth
ecc 817 there are many
further and farther eca
315
such variants but again these are due to the edition of the
king james version used in the comparison and not due to the
work of joseph smith this situation should probably be
explained in the foreword of future editions actually the
book of ecclesiastes is not even mentioned in the manuscripts
prepared by the prophet and his scribes

the

book also presents for comparison those passages
having a verse number that differs from the king james version even if there is no textual difference this is misleading
since the detailed versification of the inspired version is not
the work of the prophet but rather of the RLDS publication
committees of 18661867
1866 1867 this fact perhaps should be explained in the foreword of future editions
4
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the

format is somewhat awkward it is customary in
ft
left
parallel columns to place the king james version on the le
and the inspired version on the right in this instance the
order is reversed although this is only a marter
matter of taste it is
at first a little disconcerting
it is not intended that anything in this review should lessen
the importance of the inspired version or discredit the goals
and desires of those who have prepared this valuable new
publication it is simply an observation that in some respects
the book falls short of being a comparison in totality of the
differences that were effected by the prophet joseph while on
the other hand in some instances the book tends to go beyond
what the prophet actually did future editions could benefit
from a more thorough explanation in the foreword and also
a supplement of the missing passages
one further observation in mr edwards second installment page 14 he raises some questions concerning the date
die
dle bernhisel copy of the
content and comprehensiveness of the
inspired version manuscript which is in possession of the
LDS church historian in salt lake city and states that we
do not know the facts concerning it the interested reader
will be pleased to know that the entire text of the bernhisel
manuscript accompanied by an extensive description including
dates is on file in the RLDS historian s library in the auditorium in independence this was not available at the time
mr edwards first prepared his paper in 1967
5
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